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Coals to Newcastle?

Overseas speaker at AITPM 2017:

“Should design streets for people, not cars…  Streets not roads”
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1976



“Streets Not Roads” 1976

• Focus of “Streets Not Roads” was on street 

design and standards.  

• “Design”: 

efficiency, equity, environment and lifestyle; 

“socio-technical” factors ; aesthetics
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• Street (Latin sternere):  constructed “place” or 

paving.  Both a “road” and a “place”

• Road (Old Germanic-Norse):  to ride, 

movement to a destination.
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1978
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Parkinson “Urban Spaces” 1988

• “The primary functions of an 

urban street must be recognised 

and the design elements varied 

accordingly…”

• spirit of place; urban art; street 

furniture; vegetation
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Also in the 1970s and 80s

Advances in street and traffic management:

• street function 

• meaning of “hierarchy”

• Streets as multi-functional spaces / even arterials have “frontage activity”

• ”Environment of care”  – at all levels of the traffic hierarchy

• Research and practice in LATM (?proto traffic calming?)

• “Design” means more than engineering standards 

• Practice in Europe  – the woonerf
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1977
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NAASRA LATM Guide (1988):

“LATM implies the existence of a road classification system 

comprising at least two categories:

• roads which exist to carry traffic reasonably efficiently, on 

which LATM is inappropriate (i.e. "arterial roads")

• roads on which living and environmental conditions are more 
important, and on which LATM may be considered ("local 
streets"). “
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Not just “local streets”: 

• “Limited Arterial” (Loder & Bayly, late 1970s) 

• By 1990, dealing with “mixed function” streets 

was recognised in street design codes and 

traffic management guides

•  “Darwin” Traffic Calming Matrix
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1990: Darwin Traffic Calming Matrix

“LATM” is only part of the “Traffic Calming Matrix”, which includes actions in 
activity centres:

• LEVEL I Traffic Calming:  Actions to restrain traffic speed and lessen traffic 
impacts at the local level.

• LEVEL II Traffic Calming: Actions to restrain traffic speed and lessen traffic 
impacts on corridors and traffic routes (district or sub-arterial roads), 
especially through activity centres.

• LEVEL III Traffic Calming: Actions at the broader scale, to lessen traffic 
levels and impacts city-wide.
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Sharing the Main Street 
(Westerman for RTA NSW 1993, 1999)

• “Type II’ road  environments are 

roads where both traffic and 

frontage functions are important”

• “The ‘quality’ of the road as a space 

can be expressed in amenity and 

convenience, heritage and 

character, and the appeal as a place 

to meet, do business and for special 

events.”
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Now we are (or ought to be) familiar with:

• Austroads guides (GTEP Pt 10 LATM and GTM 8); 

• Austroads GTM 7 Activity Centres

• Monash TEP and TEM

• O’Brien and Brindle in ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook 5th

Edn. 1999 

• Shared Zones  in Austn. Road Rules
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? The “Buchanan Report”? (1963)

• Relationship between 
amenity, accessibility and 
costs.

• Environmental capacity of 
streets and areas

• Rooms and corridors 
(“environmental areas”)
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But even he didn’t start it 



Alker Tripp (1942) 
“Town Planning and Road Traffic”

• Primary objective: Road safety

• Distinguish local streets from arterial roads 

“There should be no nondescripts”

• Create residential “precincts”
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Tripp in turn followed

• Ebenezer Howard 1898 (UK) - Garden Cities 

• Unwin and Parker (1902) First “model village” New Earswick nr York  
 Letchworth 1904  New Towns early Canberra 
neighbourhoods

• Raymond Unwin (1909) credited with first drawing attention to the 
need to distinguish between traffic routes and local streets

• British Town Planning Act 1909: A three-level road hierarchy 
(arterial, secondary and local).  

• Charles  Mulford Robinson 1916 (US) “City Planning with  special 
reference to the Planning of Streets and  Lots”. Treated design of 
local roads in their planning and  landscape context.
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Longstreth Thompson (1923) UK
Site Planning In Practice

"The principal function of residential roads is to 

provide access to the houses ... If the primary and 

secondary roads have been arranged properly, 

there will be no inducement for through traffic to 

make use of the minor roads, (which) renders it 

possible to employ narrower carriageways and 

lighter construction than would otherwise be 

permissible."
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Then followed

Radburn NJ 1929 
(complete 
segregation - Stein 
and Wright, US)
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and

Clarence Perry 1929 (US) 
Neighbourhood unit
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Meanwhile…

Town Planning Association of Victoria in its submission to the 

Metropolitan Town Planning Commission in 1923:

"A sharp distinction should be drawn between arterial roads, 
business roads, and residential roads.”
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Looking forwards:
•

• Is all this now outdated, irrelevant – wrong?  Is “no road 
hierarchy”  really the future ?

• Are mixed traffic environments a solution for the future? 
Do we accept and design for them (Link and Place, 
shared surfaces…)  

• Will the problems of “living with traffic” be solved by 
other means? (AVs, car bans etc)

• Can engineers really fix any problems that may arise if 
different street forms are adopted?

• What are the implications for “vision zero”? 

• What lessons did the woonerf – and history – teach us 
about shared surfaces and mixed traffic? 24



Mixed traffic on a shared surface in a Victorian street
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Two steps forward and one step back…

• “We shall not cease from exploration, and the 

end of all our exploring will be to arrive where 

we started and know the place for the first 

time.”

• (TS Eliot, “Little Gidding”)

•
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